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About This Game

Solve complex puzzles, explore hidden temples, escape deadly platforms and revel in the joy of flight as you restore the
Musiki's stolen rhythms!

Inspired by tribal music, art and architecture from across the African continent, Rangi is challenging yet comfortable to play.

Close your eyes. Find your courage. Search for the path through the doors of the temple. Discover lost secrets, perhaps even
your own. Pause and meditate, but do not let the Matata's tricks deceive you. There is danger in their beauty and violence in

their artifice.

Let the Musiki be your guides, hear their song in the resonance of the world.
If you are confused, do not be frustrated. The world is confusing.

If you make mistakes, patiently correct them. There is no shame in learning from missteps.
If you feel you can't go on, look around. Perhaps the Musiki are trying to show you something.

Move like the wind, flow like the water, be as strong as the stone beneath your feet. You will find your way.
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Title: Rangi
Genre: Adventure, Casual, Indie
Developer:
Funsoft
Publisher:
Digigo
Release Date: 3 Aug, 2017

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 7 - 64 bit

Processor: Intel i5-4590 equivalent or greater

Memory: 8 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GTX 1060 3GB / AMD equivalent or greater

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 10 GB available space

Additional Notes: VR Headset required, 2x USB 3.0 ports

English
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As a big Neil Gaiman fan, I was eager to try this game. What could go wrong, I said to myself the day we bought the Steam key.
I didn't realise that the author of Coraline and The Graveyard Book could be involved in such a broken, easy, repetitive game!
I played this for an hour and completed three chapters out of five, I sat through the same levels and did the same thing for one
hour. ONE HOUR! That is enough to drive someone mad. 3/10.. Basically not working if the city has Hadron Collider. DO
NOT BUY if you plan to play with your fully developed city.. Good fun and addictive, Beachball is my favourite mode because
I like getting massive homeruns.

The different stadium backgrounds look really cool and the bat skins have a big selection.

The developer is really kind and helpful and has taken into consideration features I suggested (for example adding in room
recentering) and has fixed bugs I found.

I highly recommend this game.. Despite many of the current reviews, Flashout 2 is a really fun, fluid game. I never tried using
keyboard controls, but the controller support is near perfect.

HOWEVER there is one flaw to this, especially as a game that hasn't been updated in years. It is impossible (or at least to some
of us) to complete the story mode. There is a race that has no objective (Although you can quit out, forfeitting it and skipping to
the next), and the final boss has an infinitely long loading screen.. Well gave it a go, wish people would have waited for DEV's
to update and when they did, update their review. I have been playing games for years and this one shocked me. After doing
some research on the studio too, this is pretty awsome for a first game. I have the attention span of a merecat so to keep me
going on a game for a while is usually a difficult task.

-Graphics look great and are limited to options which can be why it runs so stable.

-Tutorial is excelent and the map navigation can be done easily now.

-Voice acting is silly but the are tiny creatures, have you ever heard one in real life to compare :)

-Hearing the screams of the enemy is comical

-Very creative terrain modification. Love the Hand Of God effect!

Overall i must say, Home run for your first game and will be looking for further titles. I hope that people who reviewed the
original version will update their review.
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I see what they were trying to do, but really the controls aren't that good nor are the game mechanics themselves. I was actually
quite excited to see a DBD style game but with a more futuristic touch. It's sad for this game to go to waste as the devs don't
even want to polish this game or improve because of the negative reviews. Oh well, at least we got a cool meg mask.. Anybody
who has ever played a healer in tabletop or MMO games will recognize themselves in this game on some level. Ever noticed
how the healer is never the main character in any other game? Critically important, but often overshadowed by the slayers of
dragons. And of course, you are the one who has to deal with it when your teammates mess up and bring down a mess. This
game takes all that and dials it up to 11. I

It's also surprisingly hard for what is a silly game at heart, with real choices for skills, skill customization, and loadout. It can get
pretty frantic, and dying is a thing that happens. Naturally your party will blame you. And get grouchy.

Lets just say that I adore this game and would love to see more. I would warn that it's probably a niche concept, as if you don't
enjoy the humor style and your poor healer being always hated on or ignored by the world, it may not hold the same appeal.. A
console version of Baldurs Gate, and in no way is this a good thing. 3rd person hack and slash with a D&D stamp meant to bring
RPG to the console but failing at every turn. Contrived and cliched story telling, poor game play and repetitive combat, this is
one game to avoid.. Music is good, Carl Cox validates!!. The only match three game I've ever played is Bejeweled. Then I saw
Spooky Bonus and I knew I had to get it, since I am a fan of Spooky\/Halloween themed games.

It shows inspiration from Bejeweled, but it does not out-right copy it, like other Match three games I've seen being sold on
Steam and elsewhere.

Spooky Bonus brings in different mechanics and puzzle pieces that keep the gameplay fresh and interesting, it increases the
challenge as your progress. It also brings to you a fantastic art-style and a great soundtrack. You even have a button to change
your current desktop wallpaper to the background art of each region of Old Town.

The puzzle boards drop for you, many gold coins and bags of coins that you can pick up and use the coins to purchase things for
the house that you own in Old town. The things you can purchase are decoration and will reward you special abilities or bonuses
to existing ones. There is also pieces such as silver bullets, crosses, pumpkin bombs, flashlights, and many more that you can use
to help you solve each puzzle. It gives you abilities that once used go on a cool-down, and you must earn points to refresh them.

I have nothing negative to say about this game. It's runs perfect, I have encountered zero bugs or glitches, controls and clicking
with the mouse are perfect as well.

I did see that there doesn't appear to be any other game modes besides relax or timed, but there is a possibilty that they can be
added in the future. This doesn't stop it being a great game for me. Especially, with the amount of levels they give. Well over 50.

Currently you can choose between a nice relax mode, or a more harrowing timed mode, that makes the more challenging puzzles
interesting.

It's a perfect game for quick play sessions, or spending a few hours playing it. I highly recommend this!. You can break the
spine of your enemies with a stick. Deep, immersive, interesting, fun. Don't belive the negative hype. Version 4.3 is worth your
time.. Woah, this game is really fun! I wasn't sure what to think of the game from the description, but after playing, I love it! It's
a kind of puzzle/platformer, and it's great to be able to keep practicing to get faster and compare to everyone else!
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